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Executive Summary 

 

Our report  consists of our research on space debris, shielding against space debris, methods 

used to mitigate space debris, and our code and our idea. We had learned that there are 

millions upon millions of varying sizes of debris, and that each contributes to the damage done 

to our satellites. Space debris has been continuously increasing ever since the beginning of the 

space age. Astronauts are also faced with the potential danger of debris piercing through the 

spacecraft, going through their suits, and causing some serious injuries. We came in contact 

with someone who works at our White Sands Missile Range, and he had visited a couple of 

times to elaborate on what they’re testing, and what NASA has been working on to prevent 

space debris. We had brainstormed a lot during our research and had finally decided what to 

base our code off. We had based our code through an original idea that would be similar to 

some sort of satellite type balloon.  

 

We decided that our satellite balloon would be more egg-shaped than it was round, that way it 

would have a wider range to collect space debris, but wide enough that the debris would be 

able to create friction and disintegrate. The satellite would be able to be controlled on Earth, 

and after the space balloon has taken enough damage that it could possibly “explode”, the 

scientists would instruct it to go back into our atmosphere, and hopefully burn up. 
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There are many problems with our world and their mostly our fault. While many of us are busy 

trying to clean up our world, we forget that just outside our atmosphere, we have a pretty big 

mess too. Since the beginning of the space age –about 60 years ago, debris has been 

accumulating, and has recently surpassed 500,000 significantly sized pieces.  This type of debris 

is called space debris, which are all man-made objects in orbit around the Earth, and no longer 

holds a significant value. Our team has decided to take on the task of studying space debris, and 

the damage it does to our satellites.  

  

Size Class 

Quantity / Energy (J) Impact 

10cm or 

larger  

Hundreds / 

70,700,000 

 

• Tracked and cataloged by space 

surveillance network 

• catastrophic damage 

5cm to 

10cm 

Thousands / 

8,840,000 

• Lower limit of tracking 

• Catastrophic damage 

1cm to 

5cm  

Tens of thousands / 

70,700 

• Most can’t be tracked 

• Major damage 

3mm to 

1cm 

Millions / 1,910 • Can’t be tracked  

• Localized damage 

• Upper limit of shielding 
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1mm to 

3mm 

Millions / 71 J • Can’t be tracked  

• localized damage 

 

As you can see above, the website aerospace.org had provided us with the energy and damage 

of the varying sizes of debris  

 

Our team decided that having a deeper understanding of space debris would be a good start so 

we know what we’re getting into. Our research had proved to us that what we believed to be a 

small problems was actually causing companies like NASA, Blue Origins, and Space X a lot of 

trouble. Scientists have to constantly route around space debris, and use billions of dollars to 

install shields. American space organizations main focus is the safety of our astronauts, so it’s 

obvious that they’d spend billions on proper shielding. We then began to research what space 

corporations are already doing to mitigate space debris, and what they used to shield satellites 

and astronauts form space debris. We came in contact with a scientist who currently works at 

the White Sands Missile Range, named Don Henderson, who had explained to us what they 

were testing, and elaborated on what has already been done to mitigate and protect from 

space debris  

 

After going through this process, we weren’t quite sure of what we could contribute to this 

study. In our research, we stumbled upon this contraption named the Electrodynamic Debris 

http://www.aerospace.org/cords/space-debris-basics/
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Eliminator, or EDDE for short. The EDDE’s main focus was removing pieces of debris larger than 

2 kg in mass, and satellites that are no longer in use. Though this would be very efficient, it 

wasn’t exactly what we were looking for; we needed something that would collect the smaller 

debris pieces, and dispose of them. Donald, our mentor, had mentioned that their spacecraft’s 

usually have a layer of aluminum-Kevlar to shield the craft, and it’s inhabitants. They had tested 

it by shooting a 7.5 mm aluminum bullet at it going 7 km/s, and the bullet had blasted a hole 

straight through the Kevlar, but the aluminum layer was left intact, but scorched. This gave us 

an idea: what if we had some sort of satellite that fully consist of a self-healing material, Kevlar, 

aluminum, and oxygen; a space blimp, if you may. This balloon would consist of an oval type 

shape, and would have at least 5 different layers.  
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From left to right, there would be an aluminum cover to shield the satellite from the extreme 

temperatures it’s exposed to.  Following that, you have a layer of self-sealing polymer, a semi-

layer of Kevlar, and second full layer of self-sealing polymer. The blimp is about the size of an 

average student classroom. 

 

The two layers of self-sealing material would be penetrated by the right after it passes through 

the aluminum, hopefully slowing down the debris, and sealing up the aluminum layer. The 

“empty space” would then be used to create friction against the debris, and disintegrate it. The 

layer of aluminum would be used to stop the pieces of debris that get left behind, and the layer 

of Kevlar would be there for support and incase the aluminum fail. This “space balloon” would 

be put up into GEO or LEO, to help capture the most debris possible, and it would be put in 

orbit just like any other satellite. The goal of this would be to create an easy to maneuver 

satellite that could mitigate the smaller, but still harmful pieces of debris.  

 

Throughout this process, we discussed what would be the best idea for our code, and decided 

that having a simulation based program would be a good idea; we split these into two different 

codes to make things easier. Our first code mainly focuses on modeling how space debris looks 

like to scale, and to give others a vague example about what the problem is. Our second code 

was our main focus, and was in charge of modelling how our space balloon would look in 

action, and how much debris it could remove before disintegrating. The user could navigate the 

space balloon across the flat terrain to simulate what it would be like controlling the satellite 
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from Earth, or with prewritten commands. To help and try to make our model as accurate as 

possible, since we lacked certain resources, we thoroughly studied NASA’s past tests revolving 

around similar topics, as well as using equations to validate our when the debris would 

“disintegrate,” Debris in GEO and LEO travels about 7-8 km/s, which is equal to Mach 2, which is 

about twice the speed of sound. We interpreted this into our code to resemble how the speed 

of the debris entering our atmosphere, and how much of it would burn up. In theory, if the 

satellite and debris have the same velocity, once the debris enters space blimp, it would create 

more friction. 

 

Through our simulation, we had received varying results .The volume of the debris changes 

throughout space, so it’s important for scientists to know where the biggest piles of debris are 

ahead of time.  We also discovered that the life expectancy of the space blimp would differ 

depending on the volume of the debris in that area. However, with our idea, you would 

significantly decrease the amount of debris in GEO, leaving a safer area for future astronauts 

and space missions. Out most significant achievement was probably being able to learn more 

about the increasing space debris problem, and educate people on the problem. We know our 

project could use a lot more work, and maybe having proper testing on our idea would give us a 

clearer idea of how it would work. 
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